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[The Pharma Gorilla (Singapore Edition)- 2019]
[Top Pharma Leaders Award]
Singapore, Sentosa: On 26 June, 2019, The Pharma Gorilla announces Prasanna Vudayagiri, DirectorAutomation, NNE India, the winner of “Top Pharma Leaders Award” at The Pharma Gorilla, Singapore Edition.
The award recognizes the people & companies which innovates, modify, restructure the products & services
in the Pharmaceutical & Healthcare sectors.

Prasanna Vudayagiri (Director Automation, NNE India), represented NNE India & has given an exclusive
presentation on the topic “Surmounting data integrity issues in manufacturing”. During his exclusive
presentation he has talked about various topics like “importance of Data Integrity”, ”challenges in data
integrity ”, ”end goal of integration” and also discussed how these challenges can be overcome by
implementing data integrity at various automation levels.
These were the words he said while receiving the award:-

“Thanks to The Pharma Gorilla & that I am really thrilled as being a Singaporean I am coming back to
Singapore from India for receiving the award, I am also thankful to my company NNE, India, I am also
thankful for supporting me & bearing me from last 37years to improve my career ”

About “NNE India”:
In 1996, NNE (formerly known as NNE Pharmaplan) began its operations in India. We are over 140
employees, with our headquarters in Bengaluru. NNE in India believes in delivering high quality engineering
services to our customers by providing them with best-in-class solutions. We offer our Pharma and biotech
customers the full range of NNE’s engineering and consulting service portfolio. Our experts always strive to
serve our customers with state-of-the-art expertise and the latest technology know-how. We work in
international teams together with our colleagues from the Europe and the other worldwide offices. In 2012,
we decided to establish a Vaccine Centre of Competence in our Bengaluru office. Acting as a global
coordination hub for NNE's vaccine projects, the center draws together the company's experiences in India
and other emerging economies. NE in India offers a development platform for employees by providing
exposure to high quality international and national projects, in the right technology area. Employees have
wide opportunities to learn and develop from the various learning platforms and training programs available
to them. Our flat hierarchy is an enabler for building highly functional teams. We provide a host of benefit
programs that makes NNE a preferred employer in the Pharma engineering industry.

